
Let the Sound Adventure Begin : Write down
your sounds HERE

Name:______________________________________________

Once Upon A Time: 
Sound Adventure...
If you could travel anywhere in the world where would you go?

_________________________________________________

This activity takes you on a sound adventure through your everyday life.  Think about your journey on your

way to school, home, and your weekly activities,  What sounds that you hear? Do you hear birds? Honking

cars?  Kids playing on the playground?

Now, think about the place you would like to visit? What sounds would you hear there?  List them in the

space BELOW

Graffiti Write
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'Sounds of Joy' Poetry Activity
What are your favourite sounds from your 'Sound Adventure'?

Was it the sounds of a tropical rain forest? The pitter-patter of camel feet  travelling across the desert? Or the laughter

of family and friends watching your favourite movie?

Take 1-3 of those sounds and write them BELOW.  You will be invited to use some of these sounds in a Sound Poem 

Write your favourite sounds HERE:

1._____________________________________

2.____________________________________

3.___________________________________

Time to Create!  Write Your Sound Poem Below. 
 Remember a Haiku Poem is as follows 

(Example)
The gentle raindrops 5 syllables
Run down the elephants back 7 syllables
Ready, set, Explore! 5 syllables

Name:______________________________________________

Your Haiku Poem:

1._______________________________________________________________________________

2._______________________________________________________________________________

3._______________________________________________________________________________
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These Resources we created with the financial support of the

National Arts Centre,

About
Kathryn
Patricia
Cobbler

Hailing from Canada’s Capital region, Loop pedal violist, visual artist, composer, and

educator Kathryn Patricia Cobbler has crafted a singular niche in music improvisation and

classical performance. She obsesses over creating uniquely arresting soundscapes, whether

in solo recitals, composing and performing for art installations, and more. Named a CBC

Trailblazer in 2021 and a recipient of one of Ottawa Arts Council’s Emerging Artist awards,

she has been featured in Canada’s most notable Concert Series, Chamberfest, Music and

Beyond, NUMUS Concert series and the Ottawa New Music Creators’ Analogue Series.  

 As a seasoned performer, speaker, presenter and workshop facilitator, Kathryn has given

masterclasses at Carleton University and was a speaker for the Canadian Network for Arts

and Learning Convergence Conference.  As a performing artist and educator, Ms. Cobbler is

an artist on the  MASC Artist roster  and Teaching Artist at the National Arts Centre.  

Kathryn Patricia Cobbler  holds degrees in viola performance from Western University (B.M.)

and the University of Ottawa (M.M.). She performs on a viola by luthier Sibylle Ruppert and a

Boss RC-30 loop pedal. https://www.kathrynpatricia.com/
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@kathrynpatriciaviolist

@kpviolist
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Looking for more
activities that
engage music,
visual arts, 
 creative writing
& storytelling?

Check out my interactive Video-On-
Demand Concert Catch the Rising Sun
Here

Check out my interactive Online & In-
Person Concert Igniting Creativity
Through Art & Sound
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